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Solid-state electrolytes (SSEs) are key to the success and reliability of all-solid-state lithium batteries,
potentially enabling improvements in terms of safety and energy density over state-of-the-art lithium-
ion batteries. However, there are several critical challenges to their implementation, including the
interfacial instability stemming from the dynamic interaction of as-formed dendritic lithium during
cycling. For this work, we emphasize the importance of studying the spatial distribution and temporal
evolution of strains and defects in crystalline solid-state electrolytes at the micro-scale, and how this
affects dendrite growth. A proof-of-principle study is demonstrated using the synchrotron radiation
basedmicro Laue X-ray diffractionmethod, and a custom-developed in-situ cycling device. Defects and
residual strains are mapped, and the evolution of intragranular misorientation is observed. The
feasibility of using this technique is discussed, and recommendations for micro-strain engineering to
address the Li/SSEs interfacial issues are given. Also, work directions are pointed out with the
consideration of combining multi-techniques for “poly-therapy”.
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Introduction
Ever growing demands for higher energy density and better
safety in energy storage devices are prompting development of
solid-state electrolytes (SSEs), construction of all-solid-state Li
batteries (ASSLBs), and extended applications in not only electric
vehicles and cell phones, but also airplanes and smart-grids [1,2].
SSEs potentially offer extraordinary advantages in reducing
battery-stack volumes using a bipolar-stacked cell structure,
which can potentially increase the energy densities of lithium
batteries by 50% on both the device and system level [3]. The
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wide operating temperature range of SSEs can also reduce the
requirement for heating/cooling modules with benefits for both
energy efficiency and system cost [3,4]. Since the 1960s, the sci-
entific community has witnessed the development of diverse
varieties of SSEs, many of which have excellent temperature,
moisture, and electrochemical stability, high ionic conductivity,
good mechanical properties, and can be processed easily [5–8].

Despite these advantages, ASSLBs still face several hurdles
before they can be used in large-scale applications, such as main-
taining intimate interfaces between lithium and the SSE. One of
the critical challenges is the anodic failure stemming from unde-
sirable Li dendrite or filament growth, once the cells are cycled
above a critical current density [9,10]. Unfortunately, this is
often too low to guarantee an acceptable performance [10,11].
1
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The growth of Li dendrites also makes fast charge and long cycle
life difficult to attain. Although it is theoretically predicted that
Li dendrites can be suppressed once the shear module of the
SSE exceeds twice that of Li metal (4.8 GPa at room temperature)
[12], Li dendrites are still observed in many SSEs with the
mechanical properties satisfying the criterion. For example, Li
dendrites are detected in LLZO, the shear modulus of which is
over 50 GPa, more than 10 times higher than Li [13–15]. Consid-
erable effort has been made to optimize the microstructures of
the SSEs by changing the interface, density, grain size, and so
on [16–20], with only limited success. There has been a long-
lasting debate over the interaction mechanism between Li metal
and SSEs as well as the exact origins for the formation of den-
dritic Li in SSEs [21–23]. Studies have been carried out to investi-
gate this question using a variety of characterization techniques.
As shown in Fig. 1, battery cycling tests have revealed the influ-
ence of interfacial resistance [11,24]. Optical and scanning elec-
tron microscopes (SEM) have been used to directly visualize the
growth of dendrites, starting from flaws and then growing either
along or across the grains [10,11]. Transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM) and computed tomography (CT) provide a direct
link of microstructure to dendrite formation [25–28], while
FIGURE 1

Characterization techniques applied in the main procedures from design & proce
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chemical mapping studies highlight the spatial and temporal dis-
tribution of elements [26,29–31].

These efforts have shed light on the growth of Li dendrites
associated with the electrochemical and mechanical synergy
effects at the Li/SSEs interface, and two mechanisms have been
proposed independently, which are the mechanical penetration
and transport-facilitated mechanisms, respectively [32]. The for-
mer proposes that the preferred nucleation sites arise from or
near the Li/SSE interface and dendrites grow directionally pene-
trating the SSEs. The latter emphasizes the co-relationship
between the formation of lithium dendrites and the intrinsic
properties of SSEs such as relatively high electronic conductivity,
causing more uniform Li deposition inside the SSEs. Both mech-
anisms are supported by some theories and experiments but they
cannot explain all phenomena observed. To date, the common
mechanism for the complicated interaction between lithium
anodes and SSEs remains unclear.

In the next section, we will compare the existing viewpoints
on the interaction between Li and SSEs and the mechanisms in
the SSE [20,23,33]. Although focusing on different aspects,
researchers agree on the importance of novel and powerful mate-
rials characterization methods [23,34]. By comparing the view-
ssing to performance testing of ASSLBs that are related to Li-induced failure.
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points of these two mechanisms, we emphasize that microscopic
strain, elastic and plastic, plays a key role in Li dendrite growth
resulting in anodic failure as reported previously, and then high-
light two key points for distinguishing the two major mecha-
nisms of Li dendrite growth and optimization of the design of
SSEs. First is mapping of the localized strains and stresses, and
correlating them to the microscopic defects which originate dur-
ing fabrication and processing stages, or generated during ser-
vice. Second is monitoring the evolution of strains, stress, and
defects under service conditions over a relatively long period of
time, from the stage prior to Li dendrite nucleation until growth
and short-circuit failure. Here, we apply synchrotron radiation
based micro Laue X-ray diffraction (lLaue) to investigate strains
and defects distribution in a millimeter-sized crystalline SSE,
mapped with micro-scale resolution, using a custom-developed
data mining method. Powered by an in-house designed in-situ
cycling apparatus, the temporal evolution of defects was studied
to correlate the electrochemical and mechanical behaviors under
operando conditions at the early stages, even before Li dendrite
nucleation. This powerful materials characterization technique
can provide a more comprehensive explanation of the incipience
of dendritic Li in crystalline (such as inorganic and polymer-in-
ceramic composite) SSEs by electro-chemo-mechanical coupled
effects, and bring insights into effective design and engineering
of SSEs.
Mechanisms of Li dendrite formation in solid-state
electrolyte
Mechanical penetration mechanism
The mechanical penetration mechanism emphasizes the exis-
tence of the interfacial stress due to localized high current den-
sity, and also the mechanical behavior of Li in the defects at
the Li/SSE interface. Li infiltrates at pre-existing defects preferen-
tially and eventually causes short-circuit failures. Operando opti-
cal microscopy experiments showed crack generation in
polycrystalline, single-crystalline, and glassy SSEs from the con-
tact point where the Li deposited (Fig. 2a upper) [10]. Together
with atomic force microscope (AFM) results on the surface of
SSEs, the relation between flaw dimension and dendrite growth
was discussed. The continuous Li plating in the flaws resulted
in stress build-up due to the constrained situation and opened
up cracks. The stress generated is directly proportional to the
overpotential, while the minimum stress needed for crack prop-
agation is materials and geometry dependent. Thus, by consider-
ing the elastic properties of Li, an inverse square root relationship
can be established to describe the Li plating overpotential and
crack-propagation stress as a function of defect size [10]. Similar
phenomena have also been observed using other techniques.
Zhang et al. reported an operando study of Li whisker growth
kinetics in an environmental TEM (ETEM) equipped with an
atomic force microscope (AFM) tip, which allowed application
of a potential and recording of the stress generated simultane-
ously (Fig. 2a bottom) [35]. Under such electro-chemo-
mechanical coupled circumstances, the yield strength of micro-
sized Li whiskers, which is crystal direction- and size-
dependent, was up to two orders of magnitude greater of that
of their polycrystalline bulky counterparts. Based on the elastic
Please cite this article in press as: H. Shen et al., Materials Today, (2022), https://doi.org/10
and plastic properties of Li whiskers, a new elasto-plastic model
was developed, explaining the existence of critical flaw sizes on
the order of a hundred lm, under which no Li whisker would
grow no matter how high the overpotential was [10]. In an
SEM study, void formation induced SSE/anode interface failure
was revealed as the cells were cycled, due to the slow replenish-
ment rate as the Li was stripped, indicating that the elimination
of pre-existing defects on the surface of SSEs was not enough to
prevent formation of Li whiskers [36,37]. On the other hand,
pressure-induced Coble creep of Li was shown by operando
TEM experiments to be an effective approach to fill in hollow
ionically and electronically conducting tubules, which allows
replenishment of the stripping-induced Li loss and thus releases
the stresses at the interface [38].

Thanks to the high penetration capability of high-energy X-
rays and neutron beams, 3D imaging techniques such as com-
puted tomography (CT) have been developed to visualize the
structure of SSEs (even those that contain heavy elements) with
decent spatial resolution [28,39–41]. Taking advantages of these
features, interphase formation was evidenced directly in Li/Li10-
SnP2S12/Li cells [28]. Voids formed at the interface and caused
large area of contact loss between Li and SSE (Fig. 2b left).
Through quantitative imaging correlation and comparison, the
cell was proven to undergo a volume shrinkage due to the partial
molar volume mismatch between electrodes, suggesting the
importance of controlling stack stress in the all-solid-state cells
[28].

Along with the mechanical penetration mechanism, some
specific crack modes have been reported. For example, so-called
spallation cracking was observed in a Li/Li6PS5Cl/Li symmetrical
cell (Fig. 2b right), mostly in the area with high incidence of
porosity, as well as the edges and corners of the electrodes where
the electric field was higher due to geometrical crowding factors
[27]. Combining CT and X-ray diffraction mapping, it was also
shown that Li filling in the crack tips was not necessary for crack
opening. Similarly, “bowl-like” cracks were discovered inside the
SSE in Li/Li6.4La3Zr1.4Ta0.6O12 (LLZTO) half-cells through in-situ
experiments using focused ion beam (FIB)/SEM imaging, stress-
ing that attention should be paid to not only the interface but
also the bulk of SSEs [42].

In general, the mechanical penetration mechanism empha-
sizes the failure caused by mechanical cracking and Li deposition
in the cracks. It is featured by: (1) unbalanced Li stripping and
plating that result in local high current density; (2) directional
crack propagation and Li infiltration starting from or near the
interface; (3) continuous Li deposition as the driving force for
cracks to extend; (4) significant strain/stress concentration. Based
on this mechanism, to produce an SSE with improved stability
under high current density, it is essential to accelerate the replen-
ishment rate of Li, control the strain/stress at the interface,
achieve high density SSEs with smooth surfaces, and optimize
the mechanical properties of SSEs to resist crack growth.

Transport-facilitated mechanism
In some cases, increasing the density of SSEs to modify the inter-
facial quality as well as strengthening their mechanical proper-
ties does not eliminate Li dendrite formation completely.
Considering that Li is frequently preferentially deposited along
3
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FIGURE 2

Typical experiments that support the mechanical penetration mechanism are shown in (a) and (b), and that support transport-facilitated mechanism are
shown in (c) and (d). The upper image of (a) presents the operando experiment under optical microscope (reproduced from Ref. 10 with permission from Wiley-
VCH). The bottom image of (a) is an operando experiment on the ETEM-AFM platform (the Li whisker figure is reproduced from Ref. 35 with permission from
Nature). The bottom-left of (a) shows the setup of the platform. (b) shows the interfacial evolution (left, reproduced from Ref. 28 with permission from Nature)
and spallation crack formation (right, reproduced from Ref. 27 with permission from Nature) visualized by CT. (c) is the setup and result of NDP experiment (the
NDP result is reproduced from Ref. 34 with permission from Nature). The in-situ TEM (upper, reproduced from Ref. 26 with permission from Nature) and Monte
Carlo (bottom, reproduced from Ref. 45 with permission from American Chemistry Society) results shows the behavior of grain boundary in (d). Through
comparing the two mechanisms, spatial and temporal mapping of microscopic strains and defects are key to understanding Li-dendrite-induced failure in
ASSLBs.
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the grain boundaries, where the electronic conductivity may be
higher than in the interior of crystal grains, a transport-
facilitated mechanism is proposed. For this mechanism, the Li
dendrite generation is electrochemically activated in an “over-
come strength with softness” manner. The Li ions are reduced
easily once meeting the free-traveling [34] or surface trapped
electrons [43] and then Li dendrites nucleate at relatively arbi-
trary possible locations without depth preferences inside the
SSEs. This mechanism also explains the proportional growth of
critical current density with the operating temperature. At ele-
vated temperatures, the Li/SSE interface quality is usually
improved and thus accelerates the movement of ions and elec-
trons to form a larger number of nucleation sites for Li dendrites.
A short circuit does not occur because the surface area of Li den-
drites decreases and minimizes the chances to interconnect.
4
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The operando neutron depth profiling technique, which relies
on the interaction between 6Li isotopes and neutrons, has been
used to detect the Li concentration in SSEs [34]. The depth reso-
lution of this method can be as good as tens of nanometers [44].
Interestingly, according to a comprehensive study of various SSEs
including lithium phosphorus oxynitride, lithium lanthanum
zirconium oxide (LLZO), and Li3PS4, the concentration profile
of Li showed no depth-dependence (Fig. 2c), which is signifi-
cantly different from the mechanical penetration mechanism.
Operando TEM observations (Fig. 2d upper) and electron energy
loss spectroscopy (EELS) provided direct evidence of Li deposi-
tion along grain boundaries, where the band gap decreases and
electrons move more actively. Consequently, Li reduced and
nucleated at the grain boundaries, grew along them, connected
and finally shorted the batteries [26]. Monte Carlo simulations
.1016/j.mattod.2022.06.005
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with similar results suggest that low energy grain boundaries are
crucial for high ion transference (Fig. 2d bottom) [45]. Phase-field
simulations demonstrate that the excess trapped electrons at
grain boundaries facilitate the nucleation of Li dendrites, and
the dendrites grow at the highest rate when the grain boundaries
are perpendicular to the Li/SSE interface [43,46].

According to the investigations, the transport-facilitated
mechanism is characterized by: (1) depth/surface insensitivity
and insignificant directional penetration; (2) grain boundaries
as favorable nucleation sites in polycrystalline SSEs; (3) non-
essential strain/stress concentration. Based on this mechanism,
reducing the electronic conductivity of SSEs is the most critical
way to improve performance. Some recent research on LLZO
and NASICON shows that higher ionic to electronic conductivity
ratios significantly improves the critical current density [47,48].
It is also mentioned that the electrical conductivity should be
lower than 10�10 S cm�1 or 10�12 S cm�1 for stable cycling with
current densities of 1 mA cm�2 or 10 mA cm�2 respectively [34].

Equivocality and potential solution
These two mechanisms highlight the different characteristics of
Li dendrite growth in SSEs and point to different optimization
pathways. However, they are supported by different experimen-
tal observations and theoretical predictions independently. It is
even possible that the two mechanisms co-exist and contribute
together to the short-circuit failure [49]. According to Li and
Monroe’s model based on Maxwell stress induced by space
charge layers [50], the dendrite growth in LLZO is an electro-
chemically activated and energetically favored process. In princi-
ple, imperfect contact and concentrated defects like pores, voids
and microcracks close to the interfacial region easily cause mag-
nified local current density and thus favor Li reduction and depo-
sition, leading to mechanical penetration. However, if the
working current density is low, the mechanical toughness of
the SSE is high, or the defects are distributed homogeneously
in the SSE, the deposition of Li inside the SSE is expected to con-
tinue without cracking the SSE, and consequently the failure will
demonstrate the characteristics of transport-facilitated mecha-
nism. From the analysis, it is noted that the failure mode highly
depends on the chemistry, microstructure (grain size and shape,
grain boundary type, and so on) and working conditions of the
batteries [50,51].

A comprehensive understanding of Li dendrite induced failure
in ASSLBs is still unavailable for many reasons, one of which is
the lack of characterization tools to monitor the driving force
for Li dendrite to incubate and nucleate. At such an early stage,
although it is apparent that strain/stress plays an important role,
Li dendrites are too tiny to see, and thus researchers face difficul-
ties in determining the area of interests for in-depth study. Dif-
ferent Li dendrite growth mechanisms are expected to result in
different strain distribution characteristics. It is expected that if
the transport-facilitated mechanism plays an important role,
strains will increase slightly along the grain boundaries almost
simultaneously from multiple positions along the thickness of
the SSEs. If the mechanical penetration mechanism is predomi-
nant, localized strains will be detected preferentially near the
interface, and the strains may be large enough to crack the SSEs.
It is also possible that these two mechanisms co-exist, and strains
Please cite this article in press as: H. Shen et al., Materials Today, (2022), https://doi.org/10
are generated at the interface and also in the bulky interior of the
SSEs.

As a result, it is extremely important to develop a powerful
strain/stress characterization tool with nano/micro-scale spatial
resolution, millimeter-scale sampling size, decent temporal reso-
lution, and nondestructive operando observations simultane-
ously. With these advantages, it becomes possible to correlate
the early-stages of Li deposition, in space and time, to the
strain/stress distribution and evolution, and eventually improve
the electro-chemo-mechanical performance of SSEs by means of
microstructure design and processing optimization. Therefore, in
the following we will introduce a powerful characterization
method, i.e. synchrotron based micro Laue X-ray diffraction
(lLaue). Its application to the microscopic defect and micro-
strain investigation of SSEs will be demonstrated and linked to
the Li dendrite induced failures.
Microstructure and micro-strain mapping by lLaue
Principle
Synchrotron radiation based micro Laue X-ray diffraction is a
promising tool for characterizing SSEs because of its high spatial
(submicron), strain (10�4), and temporal (sub-second for each
spot) resolutions. As demonstrated in Fig. 3a, since its discovery
by Max von Laue and his coworkers in 1912 [52], the application
of Laue diffraction was limited due to difficulties with data anal-
ysis until 1970s, when the development of synchrotron radiation
brought new opportunities. In 1984, Laue diffraction data was
successfully recorded and analyzed on proteins [53]. Since the
1990s, beamlines taking advantage of micro-focused polychro-
matic X-ray beams (lLaue beamlines) were established all over
the world for materials microstructure study [54–61], and differ-
ential aperture methods were developed to improve the spatial
resolution in the sample depth direction [62]. In the first decade
of the 21st century, in-situ investigation on individual nanowires
[63] and diffraction contrast tomography were realized [64]. The
spatial resolution was brought down to the sub-100-nm level in
2016 [65]. With the development of hard X-ray free electron
lasers, the spatial and temporal resolution of the Laue diffraction
technique is expected to be further improved [66] and more
dynamic study will be enabled.

In a typical lLaue setup, a polychromatic X-ray beam, focused
to submicron size using a pair of elliptically shaped mirrors, illu-
minates the specimens with crystal grains larger than the X-ray
beam size and generates Laue diffraction [61]. High accuracy
multi-axis-motion sample stage allows the area of interest on
the specimen to be scanned, and at each scanning position, with
only a sub-second single exposure, a Laue pattern is recorded
using a large-area 2D detector. In most cases, the experiments
are carried out in reflection geometry; transmission mode is per-
formed for thin foils only. A typical lLaue scan generates thou-
sands of Laue diffraction patterns, each of which contains rich
local microstructural information. Here, it has to be mentioned
that the derivation of strain tensor offers a way to image the lat-
tice distortion and strain anisotropy in the SSE. After indexing
the Laue pattern, the orientation and lattice plane of each
diffraction peak are known. Based on the diffraction geometry
and the coordinates of diffraction peaks, it is possible to set up
5
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FIGURE 3

The time sequence of the development of lLaue is presented in (a). The setup of lLaue is presented in (b). (c) gives the comparison of Laue diffraction
patterns in two grains (#1 and #2) and large deformation in one grain (#2 and #3). After indexing the patterns, the mappings of orientation, components of
strain tensors (colorbar: �0.8–0.8 � 10�3), von Mises equivalent strain (colorbar: 0–1 � 10�3), and peak width can be achieved in (d). The description of
energy scan is shown in (e) where the upper figure shows the setup and the bottom figure shows the diffraction peak evolution with the tilt of
monochromators. The mismatch of two phases is obtained in the bottom-right figure of (e).
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a system of equations according to diffraction conditions and
obtain the measured lattice parameters (a, b, c, a, b, and c). Then,
compared to the theoretical lattice parameters, the distortion of
the lattice can be calculated using a 3 � 3 tensor. Through coor-
dinate transformation, the strain tensor can be transferred to the
Cartesian coordinates established on the sample. As a result, the
strain status of compression, tension, and shear along the coordi-
nate axes can be mapped [62]. Thus, by analyzing all the Laue
6
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patterns, the distribution of crystal structure, orientation, devia-
toric elastic strain, and microscopic defects such as vacancies and
dislocations in the scanned area can be mapped, and the spatial
resolution is only limited by X-ray beam size and scanning step
size. In addition, by inserting a monochromator in the path of
the beam and tilting its incline angle in minute steps, the energy
of the incident X-ray is scanned incrementally. This so-called
energy scan is equivalent to the rocking curve measurement in
.1016/j.mattod.2022.06.005
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conventional XRD, with which local lattice constants can be
measured accurately. A Si-drift detector is frequently used in a
lLaue beamline to enable micro X-ray fluorescence chemical
analysis.

From the description above, it is clear that lLaue differs signif-
icantly from powder diffraction. Conventional powder diffrac-
tion employs monochromatic X-ray to irradiate a great number
of crystal grains to produce signals. With proper data processing,
crystal structure, grain size and preferred orientations can be ana-
lyzed, but little can be known about the spatial distribution of
crystal orientation, strain, and microscopic defects at the intra-
granular scale [67]. Such information is important to in-depth
understanding of the performance of SSEs and is accessible using
lLaue.

To demonstrate its application, the microstructure of LLZO in
a symmetric Li/LLZO/Li cell was characterized using lLaue. The
LLZO used for this test was synthesized and processed following
the typical sintering procedure, and the final sample thickness
was 1.11 mm and the relative density was about 90%. As dis-
played in Fig. 3b, the cell was mounted on the scanning stage
with its cross-section facing up to the micro-focused polychro-
matic X-ray with an incline angle of 45�. As the synchrotron-
based mLaue uses an X-ray white beams with continuous energy
ranges from 5 keV to 24 keV, the penetration depth is about
15 mm considering the incident angle, absorption and attenua-
tion effect [68]. A 260� 260 lm2 area covering the Li/LLZO inter-
face was raster scanned with a scanning step size of 2 lm
(Fig. 3c). Because of the poor crystallinity and low diffraction
intensity of Li, only LLZO diffraction patterns were analyzed.
Clearly, the Laue patterns from different grains appear quite dif-
ferent, and also the diffraction peak width varied from grain
boundary vicinities to the interiors. By analyzing all the 16,900
Laue patterns using the custom-developed software XMAS [69]
and the peak position comparison indexing algorithm [70], crys-
tal orientation, elastic deviatoric strain (all 6 components of the
tensor as well as the von Mises equivalent strain), and diffraction
peak width, which is an indicator of the microscopic defects,
were successfully mapped (Fig. 3d). Three crystal grains were
detected in the scanned region. The strain was lower than
0.5 � 10�3 on average and was high near the Li/LLZO interface.
Microscopic defects were distributed in the LLZO non-
homogeneously, mostly lying near the interface and along the
grain boundaries. Although an energy scan was not carried out
on this specimen, the diffraction peaks from two phases with a
lattice mismatch of 0.5 � 10�3 could be unequivocally distin-
guished (Fig. 3e). The lattice mismatch accuracy is also depen-
dent on crystal size, quality, and chemical composition, etc.

Operando lLaue study
To enable the operando lLaue study for the microstructure of
SSEs under cycling conditions, an in-situ cycling apparatus was
designed to contain two nested wide-open chambers. As shown
in Fig. 4a, the same Li/LLZO/Li symmetric cell demonstrated in
Fig. 3 was fixed in the inner chamber, slightly compressed
mechanically with specially designed clamps to ensure electric
contact between Li and SSE, and subjected to a constant current
density of 3.34 lA/cm2. It should be noted that the applied volt-
age and/or current can be programmed and accurately controlled
Please cite this article in press as: H. Shen et al., Materials Today, (2022), https://doi.org/10
for various purposes. Once the specimen was well aligned, the
inner chamber was placed into a bigger one, which was then
sealed with Kapton tape, filled with protective Ar gas, and then
mounted onto the scanning stage. After the first 2 h (3 cycles)
of electric current stressing, the same interfacial area was
scanned, as shown in Fig. 3. Then electrical cycling tests and
lLaue scans were repeated one more time after another 24 h
cycling (16 cycles). In the last scan, the current density was dou-
bled and continued with 3 h cycling (3 cycles), and the same area
was scanned. The scans were named Scan 1 to 3 in chronological
order; as a baseline, the scan prior to current stressing (displayed
in Fig. 3) was named Scan 0. After indexing the obtained Laue
patterns of these scans, the evolution of strain and orientation
can be achieved. From the intragranular misorientation maps
which are shown in Fig. 4b, it is obvious at the bottom right cor-
ner of the scan (red square) that the misorientation increased.
This local misorientation increase is caused by generation of
defects and large lattice distortions [71,72]. The ezz which indi-
cates the strain along Z direction in Fig. 4c also shows similar
trend.

From these results, the operando mLaue study proves to be rel-
evant to the Li-dendrite-induced failure mechanism discussion.
It appears that inhomogeneous residual strains were produced
at the subsurface during fabrication and processing, which are
more notable in larger samples. The concern about the origin
of high strain at the subsurface coming from fabrication and pro-
cessing is based on several reasons. Considering the exx distribu-
tion, the plasticity of Li and hardness of LLZO, the strain should
not be generated simply by compressing the symmetrical cell
during mounting. According to an in-situ TEM study, the side
reaction between LLZO and Li results in a phase change to the
depth of only a few nanometers [25], so the strain does not result
from a chemical reaction. Strain caused by sintering and polish-
ing can be found in some reports [73,74]. On the other hand,
mLaue is available to monitor the whole dendrite growth and
development procedure through tracking strain and microstruc-
ture evolution, like what is observed in the misorientation
(Fig. 4b) and ezz map (Fig. 4c). The feasibility of lLaue in tracking
microstructure evolutions has also been proved in several works
[75,76]. Detecting the incipience of Li dendrites will be highly
valuable for understanding the failure behavior. To cover the
whole failure procedure, more cycles, gradually increased current
density (up to the order of 1 mA/cm2), and larger area scans that
can cover both electrolyte sides are needed. Additionally, consid-
ering that thermal and mechanical impacts usually influence the
formation and growth of the Li dendrites, an in-situ cycling stage
with environmental and multifield coupled functions can be
designed to realize low X-ray attenuation, inert gas atmosphere,
mechanical stress application and feedback, and accurate tem-
perature control (Fig. 4d).

Energy scans will be also helpful to answer directly whether
lattice volume changes will occur due to ion transference and
space charging, especially near the interface and grain bound-
aries. Many other open questions require more systematic
study, for example, how testing temperature and interface mod-
ification influence strain distribution, how grain size and grain
boundary types impact failure mode, and so on. The study of
microstructure and strains with spatial and temporal resolution
7
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FIGURE 4

The setup of operando lLaue is given in (a). The insert is the optical photo of the detected Li/LLZO/Li cell. (b) is the evolution of intragranular misorientation
of the whole detected area. The area in the red rectangle shows obvious increases in misorientation. (c) is the strain evolution along Z direction. (d) is the in-
situ stage which can apply multifield study on ASSLB.
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helps establish the relationship between fabrication parameters
and electro-mechano-chemistry of SSEs, which can ultimately
lead to improved performance of all-solid-state batteries.

Qualification of strain and ionic conductivity in SSEs
Strains can be introduced into SSEs during manufacturing,
especially from the sintering [73,77] and stacking [78] proce-
dures, and can also accumulate during cycling either because
of mass diffusion or volume changes stemming from the cath-
ode [79]. The strains are distributed inhomogeneously and
inconstantly as a function of position and time, thus strain
mapping is important not only for revealing the failure mech-
anism, but also for optimizing the ionic conductivity via elas-
tic strain engineering, because it has been proved that the
distortion and dilatation of SSE lattices leads to variation in
ionic migration barriers. Considering effects of the hydrostatic
stress, or pressure, only, the ionic conductivity is expressed by
the following equation:

@ ln rð Þ
@P

¼ b
3
� Va

kBT
8
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where r is the ionic conductivity, P the pressure, b the material com-
pressibility, Va the activation volume, kB the Boltzmann constant, and
T the temperature.

The activation volume Va, which could be either negative or
positive [80], is materials dependent. Compressive strain/stress
promotes the ionic conductivity for materials with negative acti-
vation volume, such as Li-b-Al2O3, but for K- b -Al2O3 the activa-
tion volume of which is positive, tensile stress/strain favors ionic
conduction. Ion migration energy barriers increase when the
applied strain results in a bottleneck for ion migration in lithium
lanthanum titanate (LLT) with the perovskite structure, and
lithium germanium phosphosulfide (LGPS) [81,82]. The
mechanical pressure theoretically will impede ion transference
in Na3PS4 due to the lattice volume decrease, but better densifica-
tion and mobile sodium defects can offset the negative influence
[83]. Based on the recent simulations, the highest Li self-
diffusivity is obtained in LLZO strained by 2 GPa tensile stress
[83]. Considering the existence of a large population of oxygen
vacancies in LLZO, the induced strains are expected to influence
Li ion transfer and phase stability.
.1016/j.mattod.2022.06.005
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Therefore, strain mapping benefits the processing of SSEs and
the design of all solid-state batteries, especially for thick compos-
ite electrodes.
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Summary and outlook
The evolved lLaue techniques
In this article, we have summarized the two commonly proposed
mechanisms for Li dendrite-induced short-circuit failure and rel-
evant characteristic results, and introduced the high-resolution
microscopic strain and defect mapping technique as an impor-
tant tool to better understand the incipience of Li dendrite for-
mation in SSEs. A proof of principle experiment has proven the
feasibility of lLaue in operando SSE cycling studies, which offers
the feasibility to understand, mitigate, and even prevent the Li
dendrite-induced short circuit failure in the ASSLBs.

It is obvious that ASSLBs are under electro-chemo-mechanical
coupling conditions. As a result, it is necessary to develop a com-
prehensive characterization approach for visualizing the distribu-
tion and evolution of morphology, strain/stress, chemical
concentration, and valence state [84]. In line with this, lLaue
can be combined with other synchrotron radiation based tech-
niques such as micro/nano-CT, and X-ray absorption spec-
troscopy [85] (Fig. 5a) to collect the mechanical, chemical,
electrical, and morphological information at multi-scale and -
dimensions simultaneously.
FIGURE 5

Combination of multi characterization techniques can benefit further study,
(reproduced from Ref. 85 with permission from Elsevier), (b) DCT (the bottom figure
experiment (reproduced from Ref. 90 with permission from Nature). For the compo
(left figure is reproduced from Ref. 106 with permission from Royal Society of Chem
of Chemistry).
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The recently developed technique, diffraction contrast
tomography, combines the functions of both CT and lLaue to
some extent [86,87] and has demonstrated the power to charac-
terize the grain morphology, orientation, and strain/stress distri-
bution in three dimensions. Diffraction contrast tomography has
been successfully applied to study the grain boundary migration
during grain growth in polycrystals (Fig. 5b) [88], identify the 3D
phase, grain and strain distribution in polycrystalline photo-
voltaic materials, and map the symmetry-breaking strain fields
in ferroelectric ceramic materials [89]. This method promises to
shed light on understanding the interaction between Li metal
and SSEs.
Poly-therapeutic studies using synchrotron techniques
In addition to the combination of CT and lLaue, the syn-
chrotron radiation based hard XRD-CT, which is a combination
of X-ray powder diffraction and CT using a micro-sized X-ray
beam, has also been reported recently for operando battery stud-
ies with high spatial resolution of approximately 1 mm [90,91].
Although a large quantity of data is produced by the scans of
both transverse and angular directions, a Parameter Quantifica-
tion Network based data analysis approach has been developed
to realize the real time nondestructive microstructural visualiza-
tion [92]. After Rietveld refinement of the powder diffraction
1D curves and rendering tomographic reconstruction using the
including (a) the combination of elemental mapping and tomography
is reproduced from Ref. 88 with permission from Elsevier), and (c) hard XRD-CT
site electrode with SSE framework as (d), the strain mapping is also essential
istry, right figure is reproduced from Ref. 79 with permission from Royal Society
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selected Bragg reflections, the internal phase changes are identi-
fied and the stoichiometric variations are mapped in the bulk
battery during cycling. In order to increase the spatial and tem-
poral resolution, the data collection strategy has been improved
[93], and the inter- and intra-granular response of distinct sub-
micron-sized LixMn2O4 electrode particles were successfully char-
acterized [90]. In spite of such great application potentials, how-
ever, XRD-CT is not an ideal option to study the microstructures
for crystal grains coarser than the micro-focused X-ray beam size,
because powder diffraction cannot be fully carried out. Unfortu-
nately, many SSEs fall into this unavailable range, such as LLZO.
Consequently, the idea of combining XRD-CT with mLaue prob-
ably brings new opportunities to electrodes composed of inho-
mogeneous particles, such as a system of coarse-grained LLZO
and nano/submicron-sized NMC. With optimized experimental
procedures, it is possible that the Laue and powder diffraction
signals from LLZO and NMC, respectively, can be collected in a
single scan, and thus the 3D microstructure spatial distribution
and its temporal evolution during cycling can be understood
comprehensively.

The applicable synchrotron based in-situ techniques poten-
tially helpful to the ASSLB community are listed in Table 1.
The temporal resolution of these techniques is highly dependent
of the incident X-ray quality, sample status, and experimental
setup.

So far there are limited reports on the combination of spectro-
scopic and diffraction methods, and the difficulties lie in the fact
that different types of detectors and sample environments are
required for these techniques and the wavelength and collima-
tion of the incident X-ray beams are different. It is equally impor-
tant to cross check the synchrotron results with TEM, which
provides unprecedented spatial resolution down to the
sub-atomic scale. The combination of these techniques not only
TABLE 1

Summary of synchrotron based characteristic methods potentially useful for

Synchrotron radiation based
characteristic techniques

Features Sam
geom

lLaue Microstructure study
including strain tensor,
orientation, dislocations, and
etc.

Bulk,
depe
mov
of sa

Micro/Nano CT Morphological study
including interface, pores,
cracks and etc.

Bulk,
depe
pene

Diffraction contrast tomography
(DCT)

Morphological study of coarse
grains or single crystal with
strain and orientation
distribution information

Bulk,
large
size

XRD-CT Morphological study of small
grains with phase distribution

Bulk,
muc
beam

X-ray absorption spectroscopy: X-ray
absorption near edge structure
(XANES) and extended X-ray
absorption fine structure (EXAFS)

Elemental analysis with
chemical and structural
information included

Parti
piece

TXM-XANES Morphological and chemical
structural information

Sing
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provides comprehensive information on the electrochemical and
structural characteristics of the batteries, but also covers a larger
portion of the specimens, avoiding the disadvantages of either
poor spatial resolution or lack of representativeness suffered by
the individual characterization techniques.

Outlook: potential directions for materials design
With various characterization techniques applied to all-solid-
state battery studies, microscopic strain and defects can be
mapped with high spatial and temporal resolutions, and their
evolution may be directly correlated to the electro-chemo-
mechanical conditions and processes. These multi-dimensional
trans-scale poly-therapeutic studies will provide important infor-
mation to answer unequivocally: (1) what the dominant driving
force is for the Li dendrites to nucleate and grow; (2) what the
preferential pathways are for the Li dendrites to propagate and/
or to connect with one another.

Furthermore, local microstructure characteristics of the SSEs
deserve more attention. Conventionally, either stack pressure
[36] or intrinsic mechanical properties, such as Young’s modulus,
hardness and fracture toughness, is measured as bulk values [32].
However, inhomogeneity is inevitable in the SSEs. For example,
residual strains are concentrated along the grain boundaries
although the overall pressure is low in a spark plasma sintered
SSE [98]. Consequently, high spatial and temporal resolution
measurements of strain and defects under operando electro-
chemical conditions offer indicators to evaluate and optimize
the design and construction of SSEs. The indicators include but
are not limited to the spatial distributions and temporal evolu-
tions of residual strains, grain size and shape, preferred crystallo-
graphic orientation, intra-granular misorientation, grain
boundary geometry and misorientation, lattice mismatch at the
interface, pore geometry and so on. Grain boundary
ASSLB study.

ple
etry

Spatial
resolution

Temporal
resolution

Dimension
of imaging

References

size limit
nds on the
ing distance
mple stage

� 100 nm –
several
micrometers

Hundreds of
milliseconds
per pattern

2D/3D (with
wire scan)

[84]

dimension
nds on
tration depth

� 10 nm –
several
micrometers
(voxel)

Minutes –
hours

3D [94]

grain size
r than beam

Sub-micron
– several
micrometers
(voxel)

Tens of
minutes –
hours

3D [88]

grain size
h smaller than
size

Several
micrometers
(voxel)

<2 mins –
hours

3D [90,95]

cles, thin
s

Tens of
nanometers
– several
micrometers

Seconds –
hours

1D/2D [96]

le particle Tens of
nanometers

Several
minutes –
tens of
minutes

2D/3D [97]
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modification and polymer in ceramic “hybrid” SSEs can also be
investigated by the means introduced in this review [99–101].

More sophisticated battery designs are proposed recently, e.g.,
using 3D composite electrode and/or electrolyte frames [8,102–
108] to improve energy density, relieving stresses from Li metal
by Coble creep [38], and using multilayer composite solid elec-
trolytes [109,110]. When innovative 3D structures are applied
in all-solid-state batteries (Fig. 5d), more detailed studies need
to be executed, for instance the strain distribution in multiple
dimensions, lattice mismatch control at the interface, and geo-
metric structure control. The effective research tools and innova-
tive battery design can finally pave the way to all-solid-state
batteries with high stability and long cycling life.
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